Abstract. The Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC) is a powerful type system, featuring dependent types and inductive de nitions, that forms the basis of proof-assistant systems such as Coq and Lego. We extend CIC with constructor subtyping, a basic form of subtyping in which an inductive type is viewed as a subtype of another inductive type if has more elements than . It is shown that the calculus is well-behaved and provides a suitable basis for formalizing natural semantics in proof-development systems.
Introduction
Proof-development systems like Coq 4] , Hol 21] , Isabelle 28] and PVS 32] rely on powerful type systems featuring (co-)inductive types. The latter, which capture in a type-theoretical framework the notions of initial algebra or nal coalgebra, are extensively used in the formalization of programming languages, reactive and embedded systems, communication and cryptographic protocols. . . While such works witness that formal veri cation has reached a certain maturity, users' e orts are often hindered by the rigidity of the existing tools. Thus providing type-theoretical tools for increasing the usability of proof-development systems remains an important objective.
Subtyping is a relation on types that expresses that one type is at least as general as another one and is embedded in the type system via the subsumption rule, stating that a term of type a is also of type b whenever a is a subtype of b. While subtyping has long been perceived as a tool which could signi cantly improve the usability of proof-development systems, many of the existing approaches to subtyping are inappropriate for the (co-)inductive approach to formalization (see Section 5) .
Constructor subtyping 7, 8 ] is a basic form of subtyping in which an inductive type is viewed as a subtype of another inductive type if has more inhabitants than . It is fully compatible with the (co-)inductive approach to formalization and may be used to specify most of the examples arising in natural semantics 23]. For example, constructor subtyping may be used to formalize the expressions of the call-by-value -calculus and of the &-calculus, or the set of Harrop formulae 7, 8] .
It may also be used to formalize the datatype of lists/non-empty lists: The salient feature of constructor subtyping is to impose suitable coherence conditions on constructor overloading: roughly speaking, constructor declarations are ; : : :, and constructors are written as f; : : :. Every datatype and every constructor f comes equipped with a xed arity, which is a natural number indicating the number of parameters it is supposed to have. The arity of a symbol s is denoted by ar(s). In addition, every datatype comes equipped with a set of constructors, denoted by C( ). Finally, two sorts are assumed: the sort of types, written as ?, and the sort of kinds, written as . The set f?; g is denoted by S.
In the remainder of the paper, we will make use the following two examples.
The rst one is the datatype nat of natural numbers, with ar(nat) = 0 and C(nat) = f0; Sg. We further assume ar(0) = 0 and ar(S) = 1. The second one is the datatype list of polymorphic lists, with ar(list) = 1 and C(list) = fnil; consg. The argument of list is meant to specify the type of the elements of the list; for instance list nat represents the type of lists of natural numbers. We further assume ar(nil) = 1 and ar(cons) = 3.
Pseudo-Terms. Pseudo-terms are built from the standard constructions for dependent types, datatypes and constructors, and case-expressions. The latter are annotated by their type (superscript) and by the type of the expression being matched (subscript). The purpose of both annotations is to guide type-inference; see Section 3. Finally, note that at this point no constructor for xpoints is present. The introduction of such a constructor is postponed until Section 4.
De nition 1. The set T of pseudo-terms is de ned inductively as follows:
1. S V T ; Finally, P 1 : : : P n is sometimes abbreviated as P. We then use the notation #P to denote the length of such a vector.
Rewriting. We consider three reduction rules on pseudo-terms, for -reduction, -reduction, and -reduction respectively: As usual, the reduction relation ! R is de ned as the smallest compatible closure of ! R . The de nitions of -and -reduction are standard. The -reduction relation is less standard; it is there to enforce subject reduction to hold, and is only used in the type conversion rule (see below). We write ! for the reduction relation ! ! , and ! for the reduction relation ! ! ! .
Note that in the -reduction rule, P and P 0 are not required to be identical, the idea being that P 0 may be a subtype of P (pointwise). Note further that -reduction does not a ect the number of arguments of f.
Subtyping. We assume given a binary subtyping relation v d over D that is re exive and transitive, and that in addition satis es the following two requirements for every ; 2 D:
An example also used in the remainder of the paper is that of odd and even natural numbers. Those are represented by datatypes odd and even with ar(odd) = ar(even) = 0, and C(odd) = fSg, and C(even) = f0; Sg. We assume given the subtyping relation odd v nat and even v nat.
The relation v d is used in the de nition of the subtyping relation v. In the presence of dependent types, the subtyping relation needs to encompass the convertibility relation, and is therefore undecidable. For some purposes, in particular for the notion of strict overloading to be decidable, it is convenient to consider in addition a restricted notion of subtyping v s which does not account for convertibility.
The two subtyping relations are de ned as follows.
De nition 2. A major design decision is that subtyping is de ned independently of typing by de ning it on pesudo-terms as in 10, 36] . This allows to break the circularity between typing and subtyping found in 2], where subtyping is only de ned on legal terms and thereby depends on typing.
The unusual rule (data) requires that inductive types are monotonic in their parameters. It is used for instance to derive list odd v list nat. An alternative is to consider a polarized calculus as e.g. in 33] but most datatypes of interest are monotonic in their parameters, so we feel the complications are not justi ed here. Finally, note that the example of odd and even natural numbers illustrates that it is not possible to use set-theoretic inclusion on the set of constructors to de ne subtyping on datatypes; this would yield odd v even which is undesirable. Before proceeding with an example, let us emphasize that we do not consider inductive families since the codomain of D( ; f) is of the form x. It is straightforward to add inductive families to our calculus, but more di cult to adapt the notion of constructor subtyping to inductive families, see Section 5 for a discussion.
To The constructor S for successor of the datatype for odd and even and natural numbers is strictly overloaded. Indeed, we have: From now on, we assume all constructors to be strictly overloaded.
Typing System. The typing system features the standard rules for the Calculus of Inductive Constructions, with the exception of the conversion rule which is replaced by the more general subsumption rule. Note that, in order for datatypes and constructors to be fully applied, the typing relation`is de ned via some auxiliary relations`n where n 2 N. We adopt the conventions`0 =`and 0 ? 1 = 0.
De Proposition 5. 1. ! is con uent on the set of pseudo-terms. 2. ! is con uent on the set of pseudo-terms.
Subtyping. We present an alternative de nition of subtyping, denoted by v int , that is shown to be equivalent to the original one. The subtyping relation v int is used to prove subject reduction.
De nition 6. The relation v int is de ned by the following rules: Here the re exivity and transitivity rules are eliminated, and the conversion rule is distributed over the remaining ones. Note the system is not syntax-directed because of the (conv) rule. Using this lemma, subject reduction can be proved by adapting the standard proof for pure type systems (see for example 15] Subsumption yields that ?`P : B x := E], and the rule for application that ?`N l P : Q (f l E P). Finally, by convertibility we have ?`N l P : Q (f l E 0 P).
Termination. Thus far, we have not imposed any restriction on D and as a consequence the calculus is not terminating; in fact, it is possible to encode Girard's system U into our calculus, see 12, page 113].
In order to ensure termination, we must impose some conditions on D: constructors must be monotonic w.r.t. parameters and datatypes. In order to handle mutual recursion, we introduce a precedence relation J on D, which is supposed to be a pre-order. Below we let I be de ned by I i J , JI be de ned as J \ I and JJI be de ned as J n I. Moreover we require:
1. JJI is well-founded; Under these hypotheses, it is possible to show termination of our calculus by the well-known technique due to Tait and Girard, see e.g. 14, 34] for an application to the Calculus of Constructions.
Theorem 10 (Termination). If ?`M : A then M is -terminating.
It is then easy to conclude that legal terms are -normalizing and hence that convertibility between legal terms is decidable.
Decidability. As usual, the type-checking algorithm is decomposed into:
1. a type-inference algorithm which computes, if it exists, the minimal type of a term in a given context; 2. a subtype-checking algorithm (SCA) based on v int .
There are two problems with the existence of minimal types. We brie y explain what they are and how to solve them. To solve this problem, we require constructors to be regular a notion derived from order-sorted algebra, see e.g. 20].
First we introduce a notation. Let f 2 C( ) for some datatype , and suppose that D( ; f) = x : A: y : B: x with #A = ar( ). Recall The notion of regularity being undecidable, it is of some interest to provide some decidable su cient condition for constructors to be regular. We present such a criterion. It is not the most general one possible, but it is relatively simple.
The idea is to distinguish for each constructor a set of inductive positions and require overloaded declarations only to vary in these inductive positions. So for each constructor f 2 C, we assume given a set ip(f ) f1; : : :; ar(f )g and only allow constructor declarations to vary on these positions.
De nition 13. We now turn to the SCA algorithm. It is obtained by specifying a reduction strategy for convertibility and by eliminating redundancies caused by the (conv) rule. Here we use the fact that legal types are either syntactically equal to a sort or weak-head reduce to a product x : A: B, a base term x P or a datatype A.
De nition 15.
1. Weak-head reduction ! wh is the smallest relation such that for every x 2 V and A; P; Q; R 2 T we have: ( x : A: P) Q R ! wh P x := Q] R (Weak-head reduction di ers from -reduction by applying only at the toplevel.) The re exive-transitive closure of ! wh is denoted by wh .
2. The SCA is given by the following rules:
(prod) In order to complete the description of our algorithm, one needs to specify how to test convertibility between expressions. This may be done in exactly the same way as in 13], although one has to take care not to compare the types of arguments in constructors (so as to handle -conversion). The SCA algorithm is sound and complete w.r.t. v on legal types.
